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Wales (NICE) 89 89 96 100 92 92 
Scotland (SIGN) 72 78 92 94 79 92 
Australia 72 83 56 89 79 75 
Europe (ESC) 81 52 84 83 68 86 
The Netherlands 78 89 67 78 75 67 
The US (AHA) 78 50 94 89 46 92 
New Zealand  89 72 75 100 63 50 
The US (HFSA)  78 39 90 94 42 92 
Canada  67 67 58 100 50 92 
Germany 67 61 79 89 58 67 
Brazil 44 58 57 83 67 100 
Northern Ireland  56 44 90 83 67 50 
Sweden  56 56 58 72 58 67 
Italy  61 61 40 61 33 58 
Denmark 50 44 40 61 33 58 
Japan  61 39 48 61 38 33 
Singapore  56 39 40 81 38 17 
Russia  44 33 31 50 42 25 
China  39 28 35 33 21 33 
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%&'()$ #*$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ 343*$ 5$ 5$ 5$ !$ 6$
27(89'$ :!$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ ;!4"*$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 3$
<-.=.>$ #:$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ ?4:"$ 2$ 2@$ 2$ 6$ 6$
A9BC$ :*$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ "463$ 5$ 5$ 5$ 3$ 6$
D=.E9F&/-$ #?$ G$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ ;H43I$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 3$
J&7(K&$ :!$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ "463$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 6$
L7=.'$ :H$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ "463$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 6$
M''9$ I3$ G$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ H4"6$ 5$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 3$
N.B-9(O$ :*$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ H4:*$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 6$
J7(O7'$ *!$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ *4I3$ 2$ 2@$ 2$ 6$ 6$
%&(F&(/$ #:$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ H4"6$ 5$ 2$ 2$ 3$ 3$
+9()$ :*$ G$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ H4"I$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 6$
P7(7/-)$ #?$ G$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 5$ ;H4"I$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 3$
Q/&>-&'$ I:$ +$ ,-./&$0(./.1-$ 2$ "463$ 2$ 2$ 5$ 6$ 6$
















Gordon 2: “I’m like a hamster stuck on a wheel. It’s just one thing after another. I don’t seem to be 
getting anywhere. I take my tablets at eight, get on the machine (telemonitoring) at nine thirty, take 
more tablets at twelve, four and eight. I’m at the hospital tomorrow and then again next week. I can’t 
go out or do anything. I don’t know where the day goes. I feel like I’m stuck on a wheel, running all 
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B,(#<* 1+&2.-*&0+.$ 62*,$ 62*,$ 62*,$
C6#D"(* 1+&2.-*&0+.$ 1+&2.-*&0+.$ 1+&2.-*&0+.$ 1+&2.-*&0+.$
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A"-%8* 7*5&$-240+,2-$ 7*5&$-240+,2-$ 62*,$ 62*,$
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Title of Research Project:  Understanding patients’ needs in heart failure 
 
Study Number:  
 
Participant Identification Code: 
 




1. I confirm that I have read and have understood the information sheet dated 
August  (version 2) for the above study. I have had the opportunity to consider the 
information, ask questions and have had these answered satisfactorily.!
 
2. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at 
any time, without giving any reason, without my medical care or legal rights being 
affected. 
 
3. I understand that relevant sections of any data collected during the study may be 
looked at by responsible individuals from Liverpool University, from regulatory 
authorities, or from the NHS Trust, where it is relevant to my taking part in this 
research. I give permission for these individuals to have access to this data.!
 
4. I agree for my interviews to be audio taped!
 
5. I agree for anonymised direct quotations to be used!
 
6. I agree that the anonymised written record of my contribution, including 
quotations, may be kept and used for future research!
 
7. I understand that, under the Data Protection Act, I can at any time ask for access 
to the information I provide and I can also request the destruction of that 
information if I wish. 
 




Participant Name                                                     Date                   Signature 
 
Name of person taking consent   Date  Signature 
 
Researcher  Date  Signature 
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